"the lie of the land"
last week of May, and 1 received it a few days before June
I have already mentioned, I think, but will repeat it, that this was
the spring of Dunkirk; spring of miracle and catastrophe and
miracle again. I read his letter, looking on to a pre-Raphaelite tree
of scarlet apples in the little guest-bouse garden at Brambleford,
with a faint blue pencil line of the Downs beyond. And France
was falling and would presently fall.
So I have learnt that one should always leave magic to chance
and be content to let it flee or stray; never trying to lasso it, pull
it into one's life on a noose so that it might be a perinanent joy.
What I saw from my hotel window on the Kyle of Lochalsh, what
I saw from the hotel window some twenty or thirty floors up above
Fifth Avenue and the skyscrapers of New York, or from the window
of any chalet hotel in the mountains of Austria or South Germany
(diat pine and lake and waterfall view which must always, whatever
happens, inspire affection and a poignant tug at the heart) these, it
would appear, cannot last, however hard we strive to arrange
matters better, pull out our cheque-books and—as Arnold Bennett
described in his "Grand Babylon Hotel"—buy the restaurant to
be sure of a minute steak for lunch. In the houses where I have lived
longest and had some sort of share or ownership (if one can speak
of ownership nowadays, or ever, without feeling a little guilty and
a little silly!) I cannot remember that any had a view; none which
moved me to emotion. For iii Holland Park, my London home
till I was fourteen, I was fond of the garden itself, its daisies on die
lawn (except once a week after the gardener had been), its lilac
bushes and may-trees, but fond of it as a child must be, picking the
daisies, Duelling the lilac, sitting on the grass, or idly pushing to
and fro in the swing by one toe scraping the gravel. For a garden
was still a place that promised nothing apd gave nothing till you
were actually in it; I never sat at the nursery window and looked
out if I were indoors, for then I had the whole kingdom of books
to surround me with a more copiplete because less familiar magic.
And when I married and went to live in Cornwall, we spoilt
Cornwall from the moment we left the rooms of Mrs. Bosusto's
cottage; we had a view from our^own house, quite a good view,
but not die right view. Yes, there is an Ali Baba trick about it all;
and if you approach your window with honourable intentions and
documents and contracts and so forth, it will not do the trick, but
waits for the Open Sesame of a lover who cannot buy. We lived
for five years in Italy on top of a hill overlooking" the Mediterranean
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